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Oz Vehadar Levusha 
Home-Study Course for Women 

TEST# 49 

Chapter 9 (A & B) 

 

Name: ……………………………     

Address:…………………………………..    

Phone:…………………….     Test due by:……………….. 

 

Please Fill in the Blank. Choose answers from the word box below: (do two for extra credit) 

 

1. The Yetzer Hora is easily aroused and can be compared to  

 

2. Her name was            because she would speak to everyone. 

 

3. Addressing by the first name is a sign of                            

 

4. Hashem always addressed                    by name as this is a “call of endearment” 

 

5. Laxity with names can lead to other harmful forms of laxity and can result in major 

complications with the prohibition of  

 

6. “Beautiful in appearance and beautifully kosher” and “tznius is our hallmark” are 

examples of                        that do not undermine “tznius.” 

 

7. Modesty and refinement will not cause a girl to be ignored or unnoticed for  

 

8. The “issurim” (prohibitions) of the Torah and particularly those of “arayos” (illicit 

contact of any description) can be compared to a  

 

9. _________are “issurim” in their own right, because by doing these actions an 

attachment to the main “issur” is completed 

 

 

10 .Hashem Yisborach wants a person to refrain from not only the main “issur” but from 

everything that is related to it, including all the halachos relating to “tznius” because if it is 

not “tzniusdik” it belongs to the world of __________ and corruption. 

 

11-________is generated mainly by abstaining from the “gezeiros”(precautionary 

prohibitions). 
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10. The author, Rabbi Pesach Eliyahu Falk, shlita, describes what                   would be 

like without the “Issurei Chazal”. 

 

    13.  Just as “Kedushas Shabbos” results from the total abstention of all the “melachos”, 

so too “Kedushas Yisrael” is the result of the __________from all that has to do with 

“arayos”. 

 

 

 

 

Word Box 

           

a. advertisements    g. Shir Hashirim 7:3-“a hedge of roses” 

b. Shabbos     h. “kedusha” holiness 

c. Bas Divri     i. “a good name is better than sweet smelling oils” 

d. Yichud     j. “gezeiros” precautionary prohibitions 

e. Total abstention   k. “putting fire to  flax  

f. Moshe Rabbeinu   l. immorality 

      m. familiarity 

 

 

B’hatzlacha!
 

Please return test to:………………………………. 

 

Material for next test: Chapter 9 (C) 

 

Which will be given on:…………………………….. 

 

 

I took this test with:  an open book    a closed book   
 

To participate in this month’s raffle, please check here: 

 

 

 

 

 

 


